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The Banquet Room 
Alexander Petrounine  

Use 

To serve as a collective space that uses the hearth as an elemental device around which people can prepare 
food, cook, and dine; creating awareness of  the domestic ritual in a public setting.  

Form 

The round, conical form wraps around the hearth, helping to circulate the air and keep the weather out. The 
wooden floor extends like a terrace into the city, inviting people inside through the openable doors, creating a 
domestic atmosphere from both inside and outside; essentially blurring the boundaries between the public 
and private domain. Technique: The intervention is composed of  three ingredients: the hearth, the kitchen 
counter, and the dining table; together expressed with familiar domestic elements such as doors, tables, chairs, 
and kitchen-elements; treated in tactile materials such as wood and ceramics. The sight and smell of  food is 
ever-present, hanging from the twines above. The burning flame provides a sense of  intimacy.  

Communication 

The Banquet Room provides a place for gathering. The hearth symbolises the social centre, around which the 
interior unfolds as a covered outdoor space. The round banquet table strips away the cultural differences of  
Skopje’s inhabitants, making one open and willing to engage with one’s own heritage, as well as with cultural 
others.  

Reflection 

I found it interesting to see how everybody responded to the particular diversity of  ethnicities within Skopje.  
In an attempt to embrace this diversity, all the designs provide elemental objects, such as the table, the picnic 
blanket, and the hearth: objects that seemingly suggest to be ‘common’ to everybody’s dining experience. In 
this way the metaphor of  this private ritual is projected into the public domain, creating new collective spaces 
in the city.  

Additional comments 

A potential next step could be to investigate how people of  different backgrounds can appropriate a space 
equally. A space in which an outsider to a specific culture can expand one’s own habitus; the ways in which 
one thinks and act. How can architecture broadly stimulate an openness and willingness to engage with 
cultural others? On the one hand this is hard to predict, but I believe that such (physical) experimentation will 
stimulate the growth and inclusivity of  not only Skopje, but also cities worldwide.  

By Alexander Petrounine 
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Dining in the Urban 
Vishaw Shroff, Rosanna Van Mierlo, Charlie Lavine and Katasushi Goto 

Use 

I find the idea of  direct confrontation in the form of  a temporary furnishing of  the urban landscape in this 
contribution very exciting. I think the special attraction comes from the furniture that is placed in the middle 
of  the urban space, which could also be placed in the people's homes. It is a familiar image and at the same 
time a new one. The depicted furniture is so strongly anchored in our collective consciousness that an 
attraction can arise through direct confrontation. Tables and chairs stand in the middle of  the Mother Teresa 
Park. They are formed in groups and sometimes individually. Arranged between kitchen elements on which 
to cook, those people who pass by are invited to bring a meal and join in. A social interaction can develop 
here. I also believe that a dialogue, an exchange, things that lead to a great time together in an urban society 
can happen here.  

Form 

The temporary furniture is guided by the elements: table, chair, kitchen counter. The table with a round 
tabletop and a centered base, the chair which reminds of  an "Egon Eiermann" chair and the kitchen counter 
are coordinated with a common design. Perhaps the design of  the elements is to be understood in a way that 
these elements serve neutrally in the background on a lively active "Dining in the Dinner" day. The focus is 
on interaction. The plurality of  these three elements creates an ensemble that can be arranged in different 
ways. Thus this temporary installation can react flexibly.  

Technique 

I think that this installation reacts correctly with a partial plug-in system to allow for a possible longevity. The 
tables seem to have a connecting element on your table leg that can rotate 360 degrees around its own axis. A 
horizontal connecting rod can be mounted in this, which can also be mounted on another table.  

Communication 

Through the arrangement of  the elements, the installation can be understood as a kind of  invitation or 
request. And through this I think a strong interest will emerge among the people and encourage them to sit at 
the table with their own dishes and eating habits and to share and enjoy, learn, entertain with the other 
people. This in turn would lead to a very valuable cultural contribution: a lively real city life.  

Reflection 

Through the competition, my view of  the ritual of  eating as well as the environment of  the ritual was greatly 
expanded. I also became more aware of  the behaviour of  a society. I learned about Skopje and Northern 
Macedonia in particular. At the same time, I became more aware of  the similar patterns of  the grown city 
and the community collective.  

Additional comments 

I would like to point out that this competition makes an important contribution to our social situation. At the 
same time it has given the participants the chance to participate and learn. It is very exemplary and 
praiseworthy that this competition and project has been created.  

By Benedikt Benker  
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The Banquet Room 
Alexander Petrounine 

Use 

While the pavilion could have easily remained a sheltered platform, open on all sides, I appreciate the 
addition of  a multitude of  doors which offer a more nuanced symbolic representation of  openness and 
questions the various levels of  intimacy of  a public urban room. The central position of  the hearth seems to 
offer the possibility for a concentric expansion of  the dining area, even outside of  the pavilion itself  when a 
big feast is cooking. 

Form 

The circular plan of  the pavilion and its neutral orientation allow it to be quite autonomous in a public space 
which structure seems rather fragmented and already articulating a constellation of  individual objects of  
various scales. 

Technique 

The absence of  a main entrance and the multiplication of  doors accentuate this absence of  orientation, and 
from certain angles even make it seem like the wooden doors are structural elements supporting the roof. 

Communication 

The spectacular qualities of  the chimney are enhanced by its central position and the way it distorts the 
pavilion’s roof  to give it its conical form. A highly communicative and symbolic detail of  the design is the tip 
of  the chimney which projects smoke and smells outside, thus suggesting the purpose of  the pavilion in a 
more sensible way. 

Reflection 

The final diagram made by the « Picnic ritual » team (Chenhao Ma and Yutan Sun) raises some key 
questions for the topic. While I think there is a risk for designers to sometimes overspeculate what use will be 
made of  their work, the document is also a reminder that architecture operates at different scales of  time, 
and that even fragile temporary interventions, whether they leave physical traces or not, have long lasting 
consequences on the functioning of  public space. This is particularly important when we study dining rituals 
which belong to a culture that is stored not only in physical objects but also in habits, in the repetition of  
actions and social codes. 

By Benoît Marcou 
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FreeДОМ 
Boris Netsov and Despina Kaneva 

Use 

Creating a system for the community to grow by giving each set of  user a defined space or boundary. Also 
intervening at the intangible layer to preserve the identity of  the space while providing a need intangible 
identity to the space. Giving the identity of  the market place for people to buy locally grown produce. 
Providing space for people to teach their traditional recipes, Providing a space to learning new cultures, 
providing a space to celebrate the diversity and a space to remember the culture of  the city 

Form 

Minimal or no intervention makes the space a bit lose and chaotic leading to a random growth. Needs little 
fixed intervention to define or set an example for others to follow or to set guidance. 

Technique 

Uses the idea of  defining the variables in which the space can grow according to the needs of  the people by 
rather not defining what each micro detail. Thus creating opportunities for people to experiment, understand 
and evolve. 

Communication 

Space enhances to dialogue between various members of  the community by defining the public - communal - 
private zones and spaces. 

Reflection 

To rethink the idea of  communal boundaries and their application. The method of  understanding culture to 
understand the community to make better design decisions. Part of  collective understanding to get a different 
perspective of  the same story. Working towards a better future for Humanity 

Additional comments 

The exercise challenged our idea of  community design while proving a different perspective. Making the 
design judging and analysing process simple and equally by setting the communication standards. Being part 
of  a greater objective. 

By Devendra Jadhav and Mukul Phansalkar 
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PLAY FEAST GROW  
GROW PLAY FEAST  
FEAST GROW PLAY  
Tomos Own and Jeremy Yu 

Use 

The design thinks about creating a new idea of  growing food as a community garden and creating emphasis 
on the nature Breaking Bread Together where we grow can grow live and play creating a holistic sense of  
growth. The space cannot be used during winters due to lack to any provisions to cover during snow  

Form 

The form by creating a wall breaks the stereotype and show how a wall can bring people together and 
interact with then instead of  creating a partition. The approach is rather simplistic and the stoves create a 
sense of  gathering in the centre.  

Technique 

Technique of  creating a communicating a public or a community garden will bring in change of  how people 
in Skopje look at a public space. Here, the traditional idea of  a rural style of  living (where people grow their 
own food) is also generated.  

Communication 

The simplistic approach is not only communicating with the surrounding but the nature of  dining in urban 
and communicating with people. It creates a narrative that is inspiring for the city as a whole.  

By Devendra Jadhav and Mukul Phansalkar 
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Picnic Ritual 
Chenhao Ma and Yutan Sun 

Use 

Proposing a freeform landscape in the already existing green area aims to create a picnic ritual. This process 
is explored in stages that overlap fluently with each other. The scenario is somewhat romantic but originally 
painted using scientific tools. A starting point for the scenario is considered the realization of  the project 
proposal. Perhaps the formation of  the ritual could begin even earlier or/and greater public involvement 
could be incorporated within the project timeline.  

Form 

The artificial landscape created around the existing trees extends the feeling of  an intimate park rather than a 
public square. In one of  its regimes it is surrounded by street food pavilions arranged along a ringed path that 
also provides access to the central green core.  

Technique 

The landscape formation is created with the help of  aesthetically designed soil retaining elements. Access is 
provided elegantly at the points where the landmass levels meet the surrounding paved terrain.  

Communication 

This intervention in the landscape interacts very well with the natural elements and connects fluently with the 
square. The sharing of  the dinning cloth stands as a spontaneous act that gradually leads to dinning with 
strangers and aspires to create new and meaningful connections.  
Although developing public space can by itself  influence the immediate urban fabric, the project could 
benefit from greater consideration of  its context.  

Reflection 

Although I am yet to learn from both initiatives, I am realizing discussion is now possible on an international 
scale like never before. This gives opportunities for knowledge to come from unexpected sources. 
Participating has made me understand that there are so many ways in which you can dine with others - food 
for thought indeed.  

Additional comments 

Thank you for inviting us to express our thoughts!  

By Boris Netsov  
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Dining Carpet 
Benoîr Marcou 

Use 

Тhe project proposes a typical domestic element (the carpet) in different ways of  usage in the public realm. It 
could be used as a table for dining, as a place for sitting and laying and at the same time as a carpet itself. 
Additionally, creating prototypes and testing how they correspond with the community and the public realm 
might be a key part in the process of  exploration.  

Form 

This soft design intervention gives the opportunity for exploration and interpretation in your own manner. I 
appreciate how this somehow incorporates the idea of  generosity.  

Technique 

I appreciate the use of  a wooden material which remains the same through the whole structure. The lack of  
specifying of  different zones in the design actually gives the freedom for interpretation.  

Communication 

The whole wooden plank works as a linking element between the softness of  the green areas and the harder 
structure of  the ground. I like how its placement communicates with and takes into account the shades of  the 
trees.  

Reflection 

What I would like to keep as a really strong message from the competition is the phrase “Through restrictions 
comes creativity”. I find it really powerful not only in terms of  architecture and urban planning but also in 
other aspects of  life.  
It would be interesting to explore how people actually use the space, how they prefer to dine in the urban in 
terms of  space (different modes of  sitting) and time (mornings, evenings, weekdays, weekends, throughout the 
different seasons).  

Additional comments 

With soft interventions everyone can create meaningful outcomes.  

By Despina Kaneva  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Picnic Ritual 
Chenhao Ma and Yutan Sun 

Use 

Urban collective dining in all different form of  dining, including an intimate picnic with families, local, and 
public ritual. 

Form 

The use of  green space provide intimate feels in an earlier form of  eating together, while open-plan tables 
designating to provide more diverse situation. 

Technique 

Open-plan, where the users can decide their own style of  dining. 

Communication 

Segmentation of  activities by the plan creates its own zone with specific activities regardless of  the time will 
be conducted. 

Reflection 

Chenhao Ma and Yutan Sun have similar intention with mine, to provide spaces that not strictly ruled with 
permanently built architecture. For instance, the use of  green spaces elaborated with the site furniture 
resembles the humblest dining ever. 

By Satria A. Permana 
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Dining in the Urban 
Vishaw Shroff, Rosanna Van Mierlo, Charlie Lavine and Katasushi Goto 

Use 

The use is purely set as a collection of  daily dining activities. Being ignored unconsciously, they contain 
important information that promotes communication among different groups. We might be different from 
one another, but all of  us have dining rituals, which are diverse while have something in common. 

Form 

Perceptually, the form is single. However, in fact, it can assemble myriad results. This work designed a 
framework for dining, without detailing every part of  it, which left the work more spontaneousness. The 
storyline of  dining rituals and the dining unit are certain, while the other elements are uncertain.  
Isn’t this uncertainty exactly the charm of  democratic? 

Technique 

The technique of  this work is very concise. The table, dining unit is identical, so as the assembly. But the 
combinations are countless, able to mirror different kinds of  dining spaces. The dining objects brought freely 
by everyone on the table add to the diversification and fortuity of  the dining activities. 

Communication 

I think the idea of  encouraging strangers to "encounter" is fabulous, since unprepared conversations seem to 
be easier to lead an open heart. Shall it be precisely the value of  communication. 

Reflection 

The topic of  the competition is very novel. In addition to the interpretation of  the design topic, the process 
of  the competition itself  is also an intriguing attempt. They are both discussing the connotation of  
communication, knowledge, generosity, etc. It is an honour to take part in this competition. 

Additional comments 

In the presentation of  the storyline, this work emphasizes the dining rituals, as recorded in books previously, 
and gradually evolve into the present subconscious natural behaviors, carrying lots of  information of  our 
lives. This poetic expression is very thought-provoking. 

By  Binxi Fang 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Dining in the Urban 
Vishaw Shroff, Rosanna Van Mierlo, Charlie Lavine and Katasushi Goto 

Use 

The concept of  design started from Household Manuals of  the 17th and 18th centuries, connecting 
public spaces with "family rituals”. 

Form 

The simple installation links many tables together to form a conglomeration. This creates a nuanced 
balance between public and personal dining. 

Technique 

The project has left space for free organization. The installation can be 1 or 2 tables, or numerous 
tables linked together, like pas de deux and the group dance. 

Communication 

The project takes both personal space and public communication into consideration, which offers great 
possibilities for cross cultural communication. 

Reflection 

It's an honor to be a part of  this competition, to learn about Skopje's culture, to discuss the possibilities 
between private and public spaces. Use "dining in the city" as a medium, we are impressed with the 
encouragement to break down barriers of  interpersonal communication. 

Additional comments 

This work is simple and complicated simultaneously. From the perspective of  history and cultural inheritance, 
it is calling for a new connection to form a new dining activity. This design is thought provoking, leaving 
infinite space for imagination. 

By Yunshuang Wang 
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Picnic Ritual 
Chenhao Ma and Yutan Sun 

Use 

The design team has considered permanent intervention as a facilitator for a huge variety of  temporary/ 
informal interventions in the space. Initially they imagine that food trucks will bring people and business into 
the area and then over time as the space becomes more established, the designer’s hope that it will be used 
more loosely by picnic-ers. I am not fully convinced by this idea that this space will go from being 
commercially driven to being a public, collective dining space as usually public spaces evolve in the reverse 
order to this. However I do think that the proposal is a real success. I imagine that the contoured landscape 
would bring a huge amount of  life into the square - with kids playing and office workers bringing their lunch 
here.  

Form 

Existing elements of  the square are utilised in addition to new intervention. A mix of  permanent and 
temporary elements are considered.  

Technique 

This is a very thorough proposal. I appreciate the idea of  this space as a ‘picnic-ing room for the city'  

Communication 

The graphics of  this project are clear, easy to read and absolutely beautiful. The amount of  texture and life 
in each one really stood out to me.  

Reflection 

Covid has highlighted the need to think about public space and how we can meet and share rituals 
collectively. Any of  the proposals in this booklet would really enhance our ability to enjoy life in the city, albeit 
in a multitude of  different ways. It is interesting how much additional urban activity and opportunity springs 
from the one use of  ‘dining’.  

By Dearbhla Mulligan  
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FreeДОМ 
Boris Netsov and Despina Kaneva 

Use 

Dinner is not only restricted to the simple fact of  eating, but it includes many other previous and following 
activities related to it. The project allows many of  these including a local food marketplace, cooking 
classes, workshops, different seating areas and communal dining. 

Form 

The arrangement uses the whole square space provides subtle graduation in privacy and intimacy between 
the more public area facing the street, to the more domestic space situated in the eastern 
area. 

Technique 

Although not clearly defined, we can identify a variety in materials, forms and scales within the 
project, enhancing the variety of  activities which take place in the proposal. 

Communication 

Differentiated functions and levels of  intimacy allow people to interact in the area they feel most comfortable. 
The recreation of  the Mad Hatter’s Tea Party scene where people are invited to bring their own chair, 
represents an inclusive approach that shows the great variety of  personalities existing in the society. It can be 
extended as a reference to the diversity of  cultures present in Skopje’s population. 

Reflection 

The competition brief  was a starting point for our interest in Skopje’s recent history, and the reflection into 
different examples of  cultural appropriation in the built environment. Through the act of  dining, we have 
been able to recognise, value and explore diverse architectural representations of  the kitchen and its 
associated rooms in different cultures. These architectures are intimately connected with the different habits, 
rituals and celebrations which take place in the domestic space. 

By Ana Garc.a L.pez & Mart.n De Pablo Esteban 
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Dining Carpet 
Benoîr Marcou 

Use 

To create a multi purpose dining / seating area in a green urban space  

Form 

A series of  raised ‘carpet’ cubes / blocks that invite the idea of  domestic carpet or picnic rugs for people to 
use for outdoor eating and congregation.  

Technique 

Woven wooden planks within complex stone raised beds on the grassy patches of  the square.  

Communication 

The proposal attempts to provoke a feeling of  urban picnic through creating platforms that lightly represent a 
picnic rug. More So I believe it feels like carpeted rooms on raised platforms that invite the domestic habit of  
eating, cooking and congregating together in groups to become a watched act / a play. These platforms are 
performative spaces.  

Reflection 

The process allows participants to see how similar ideas are executed in such diverse ways. It also allows for 
architects to examine their own practice within a very edited peer group - which is always useful. It’s also a 
useful exercise in considering personal choices made during the proposal making stage, eg - how do you 
visual an idea, how does context present itself, is this based on theory or practice etc?  

Additional comments 

I look forward to seeing how this reflective approach to decision making develops.  

By Charlie Levine  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One Table as a Manifestation  
Benedikt Benker  

Use 

Idea of  a long single table is a straight forward approach to invite community to dine together, yet I also 
agree with the proposal that it is the most powerful geometry for communal dining. Cooking facilities break 
hierarchy of  table arrangements into multiple usages.  

Form 

Linearity of  the table is emphasised by linear structure. At the same time, chimney for grill creates volume to 
the structure that sits iconically within the urban park and also adds of  centrality to the table and space 
underneath the structure.  

Technique 

The use of  bricks makes the project as if  it existed before the table and creates a time and space between the 
table and structure in order to user to intervene and brings new function or narrative.  

Communication 

As the long table signifies the certain formality and hierarchy in dining space, it is challenging to 
accommodate diverse community or different age groups. This might be only a negative connotation of  the 
long table that it emphasizes togetherness at one table, but it negates solitarily, detachment. I believe that 
urban public space allow individuals to act both been together and at the same time been alone. As 
interpretation of  Last Supper is not a straightforward Biblical art, but it presents complexity of  perspective, 
theatrical  

Reflection 

As participants of  the competition, it is very interesting process to objectively look other works post 
submission of  the work. It allows us to understand where our works stands also find other scenarios and 
approach which might have been taken into our proposal.  

Additional comments 

I am looking forward to seeing the results of  the collective investigation and how this kind of  collective 
activity forms new knowledge to create, manage and govern urban public space.  

By Katsushi Goto  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Dining in the Urban 
Ana García López and Martín De Pablo Esteban 

Use 

Setting up particular characteristics of  dining space together with pavilion depicting cultures of  each ethnic 
group is a very clear in design and even seems appealing for the public to use and participate. But how the 
cooking and dining will be facilitated in order for the public to use is not clearly mentioned. Either it has to 
be supported with a program that brings people together or design must evoke people’s curiosity of  use it. My 
interpretation of  the proposal is that such miniaturized domestic space may be seen as token displays rather 
than be encouraged to use it.  

Form 

A small scale pavilion is seemingly constructed with temporary frame structure enveloped with façades that 
represents each cultural context and inhabited with people. Simplicity of  form, rectilinear structure, allows 
people to articulate each elements brought from particular contexts. It is a very compact hence provides a 
kind of  festiveness or celebration, but I feel very strongly, as visual artist, that a secondary reading that occurs 
by juxtaposing one façade with another at such close proximity has to be considered or it risks being 
disjointed.  

Technique 

Creating façades with the notion of  something behind, this case celebration of  ritual of  cooking and eating, is 
achieved and clearly demonstrated with transparency of  materials, porous and lattice like arrangement. 
Distinction of  interior space and representation of  façade is maintained minimally, yet it is suggestive of  
domestic ritual. Nonetheless, one need to mind of  the fact that Domestic rituals are not necessarily always 
open to everyone, but invite only those in close relationships and/or for the privileged visitors. While the 
design seems inclusive and inviting, the proposal statement does not reflect on the duality embedded in such 
dining rituals.  

Communication 

Intimate space within the pavilion create communication amongst visitors, promoting interaction, both, 
direct and visual as well as between the inside and outside creating a vibrant public space. The small intimate 
spaces allow articulation of  culture within the facades but is restricted in its communicative scale i.e. it does 
not permit repetition or enlargement in order to facilitate larger public gatherings.  

Reflection 

It is of  great interest to me to see how, and over generations, cultural practices have evolved and merged. 
While this project excites me with its collaborative potential with the community and with the other 8 
projects, it risks becoming a fixed tokenistic gesture. I am very keen to converse about developing this project 
into one that goes beyond such gestures as one experiences in festivals, to become a project that truly invites 
communities to make it their own.  

By Vishwa Shroff  


